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ABSTRACT The detailed analysis of the cationic lipid-DNA complex formation by means of isothermal titration calorimetry
is presented. Most experiments were done using 1,2-dioleyl-sn-glycero-3-ethylphosphocholine (EDOPC), but basic titrations
were also done using DOTAP, DOTAP:DOPC, and DOTAP:DOPE mixtures. Complex formation was endothermic with less
than 1 kcal absorbed per mole of lipid or DNA charge. This enthalpy change was attributed to DNA-DNA mutual repulsion
within the lamellar complex. The exception was DOTAP:DOPE-containing lipoplex for which the enthalpy of formation was
exothermic, presumably because of DOPE amine group protonation. Experimental conditions, namely, direction and titration
increment as well as concentration of titrant, which dictate the structure of resulting lipoplex (whether lamellar complex or
DNA-coated vesicle), were found to affect the apparent thermodynamics of complex formation. The structure, in turn,
influences the biological properties of the lipoplex. If the titration of lipid into DNA was carried out in large increments, the H
was larger than when the injection increments were smaller, a finding that is consistent with increased vesicle disruption under
large increments and which is expected theoretically. Cationic lipid-DNA binding was weak in high ionic strength solutions,
however, the effective binding constant is within micromolar range because of macromolecular nature of the interaction.
INTRODUCTION
Cationic lipids as nonviral genetic material carriers (Felgner
et al., 1987) are widely used in a variety of transfection and
gene therapy applications. Despite significant advances in
both biomedical applications and biophysical studies of
these cationic lipid-DNA complexes, there remain questions
about the physical mechanisms of the complex formation
and the relationship between delivery efficiency and the
microscopic and macroscopic structure of the complex.
Which structural parameters are the most important for
efficient delivery of the genetic material into living cells
(Koltover et al., 1998; Kreiss et al., 1999; Ross and Hui,
1999; Xu et al., 1999; Yang and Huang, 1997; Zuidam et al.,
1999)? Do other compounds exhibit structural behavior like
that of the few well-studied cases (largely DOTAP (Kol-
tover et al., 1999))? What are the specific pathways of the
complex formation (Huebner et al., 1999; Kennedy et al.,
2000; Oberle et al., 2000)? What is the driving force of the
complex formation—counterion release (Wagner et al.,
2000) or dehydration of the macromolecules (Hirsch-Lerner
and Barenholz, 1999)?
Cationic lipid-DNA complex (lipoplex) formation, like
any association process, is governed by thermodynamics,
requiring a decrease of free energy for the process to be
spontaneous. Both theoretical (Bruinsma, 1998; Dan,
1997; Harries et al., 1998; May and Ben-Shaul, 1997;
May et al., 2000) and experimental (Barreleiro et al.,
2000; Kennedy et al., 2000; Lobo et al., 2001; Pector et
al., 2000; Spink and Chaires, 1997; Zantl et al., 1999)
thermodynamic analyses have appeared, however, a de-
tailed analysis of the heat effects of the complex forma-
tion by means of isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)
has yet to be reported. In this paper we present the results
of the application of ITC to the investigation of the
process of cationic lipid-DNA complex formation. Two
cationic lipids were investigated. One, DOTAP, is an
amphipathic cation consisting of oleic acid chains ester-
ified to a trimethylammonium moiety (Leventis and Sil-
vius, 1990). The second, EDOPC, is a derivative of
dioleyoylphosphatidylcholine in which the phosphate ox-
ygen anion is substituted with an ethyl group, which
eliminates the negative charge of the zwitterion, yielding
a structure very similar to the membrane phospholipid
but having a positive charge (MacDonald et al., 1999a).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Herring sperm DNA (Life Technologies Inc., Gaithersburg, MD) was used
in all ITC experiments. According to the manufacturer, the DNA was
sheared to sizes 2 kb and accordingly may be described as short linear
DNA. Its concentration was determined by absorbance at 260 nm and
expressed as the concentration of nucleotides (using average molecular
weight of 330).
1,2-Dioleyl-sn-glycero-3-ethylphosphocholine (EDOPC) was synthe-
sized and purified as described (MacDonald et al., 1999a). 1,2-Dioleyl-3-
trimethylammonium-propane (DOTAP), 1,2-dioleyl-sn-glycero-3-phos-
phocholine (DOPC), and 1,2-dioleyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine
(DOPE) were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL) and
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used without further purification. Lipid concentrations were determined by
phosphate assay (Bartlett, 1959).
Appropriate aliquots of lipid stock solutions (generally in chloroform)
were placed in a vial and excess solvent removed under an argon stream.
After at least 2 h under high vacuum, the lipid film was hydrated with the
appropriate buffer and briefly vortexed. Then, if necessary, bath sonication
or extrusion through 100-nm polycarbonate filter (Nucleopore, Cambridge,
MA) was performed as described (MacDonald et al., 1991), using a single
filter. These three types of preparation are referred to as vortexed, soni-
cated, and extruded vesicles hereafter. Lipid vesicle size was determined
by dynamic light scattering.
Buffer containing 20 mM HEPES (Fluka, Milwaukee, WI), 0.1 mM
EDTA (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), pH 7.5, was used with appropriate amounts
of NaCl added to adjust the ionic strength of the solution. NaCl-free buffer
is referred as HE, and otherwise as X HE-S, in which X denotes the
millimolar concentration of NaCl.
Isothermal titration calorimetry
The enthalpy change upon the interaction between cationic lipid and
DNA was determined using a MicroCal isothermal titration calorimeter
MSC-ITC (Northampton, MA) (Wiseman et al., 1989). Most experi-
ments were done at 30°C in 150 mM HE-S buffer. Raw data were
converted into injection heats using Microcal Origin 5.0 software
provided by MicroCal (the procedure includes the approximation of the
baseline and the integration of the heat absorbance or release peaks).
The dilution heat was usually estimated from the “beyond-the-end-
point” part of the calorimetric profile, a procedure verified in numerous
separate dilution runs. Then the dilution heat was subtracted and the
heat effect of complex formation so obtained was integrated over the
titration range.
In most cases the final integral heat curve had the shape of two
intersecting straight lines (for an example of raw data and integral heat
curve, see Fig. 1), the first part represents the constant slope up to the
calorimetric endpoint and the second part represents the absence of addi-
tional heat absorbed or released as a result of the complex formation. We
obtained estimates of both initial slope (also referred to as binding en-
thalpy) and calorimetric endpoint by minimizing root-mean-square devia-
tions of the experimental curve from two intersecting straight lines.
A comment about dimensions is appropriate. If, for instance, lipid is
titrated into DNA, the heat per injection is calculated in calorie/mole of
lipid electrostatic charges, and the differential calorimetric profile is plotted
versus the lipid:DNA charge ratio (L:D). By integrating injection heats,
one obtains the integral curve, wherein the total heat absorbed or released
up to particular charge ratio (in this case, in calorie/mole of DNA charges)
is plotted. Thus, when the initial slope of the integral profile is obtained, it
is again in calorie/mole of lipid charges and represents the constant amount
of heat involved in the association of 1 mol of lipid charges with the
complex.
Dynamic light scattering
Dynamic light scattering measurements were done with a Brookhaven
Instruments BI-200SM goniometer and BI-9000 digital correlator
(Brookhaven, NY). A Lexel 95, 3-watt argon laser (Lexel Laser Inc., CA)
was the source of 514-nm light. At least 10 correlation curves with
collection times long enough to provide good statistics were obtained for
all tested samples. Effective diameter was calculated by the cumulants
method (Koppel, 1972) and then averaged, thus giving an estimate of the
experimental uncertainty.
RESULTS
Extruded lipid (EDOPC) injected into DNA
solution: the slope of the calorimetric profile is
related to the titration increment size
We carried out 19 titrations of extruded EDOPC vesicles
into DNA solution, varying both DNA concentration (15.5–
300 M) and the amount of lipid per injection. The tem-
perature was held at 30°C, and 150 mM HE-S was the
buffer. All the curves were represented quite well by two
intersecting straight lines, thus yielding values of the initial
slope and the position of the titration endpoint. Thus, we
obtained two parameters (DNA concentration and the titra-
tion increment size, expressed as the number of steps to
reach a 1:1 charge ratio, i.e., the neutralization point) and
two independently measured values (initial slope of the
calorimetric profile and the calorimetric endpoint).
All four possible pairs of experimental parameters and
measured values were tested for correlation; the highest was
that between binding enthalpy and titration increment. As
can be seen from Fig. 2, the experiments fall into two
clusters corresponding to “small” and “large” increment
titrations; 13 results with a slope lower than 595 cal/mol
lipid were all obtained from experiments in which the
FIGURE 1 An example of the calorimetric profile. Herring DNA (2.3
mM) was titrated into 1.34 mL of 175 M vortexed EDOPC vesicle
suspension (30°C, 150 mM HE-S). (Upper panel) Raw data. The first
injection was 2 L, all others 5 L, with 3.5-min interval between
injections. (Lower panel) Integral heat versus D:L charge ratio. The solid
curve represents the results of fitting by two intersecting straight lines.
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neutralization point was reached in eight or more steps,
whereas six others with higher slope were all from experi-
ments in which seven or fewer steps were involved. Aver-
age binding enthalpies were 420  90 cal/mol lipid and
720  110 cal/mol lipid for the “small” and “large” incre-
ment titrations, respectively. Thus, when lipid was added to
DNA, the absorbed heat was 1.7  0.5 times larger for the
“large” increment additions than for the “small” increment
additions.
The average calorimetric endpoint (as moles lipid/moles
DNA) was 1.22  0.19 (D:L  0.82  0.13) and 1.33 
0.34 (D:L  0.75  0.19) for the “small” and “large”
increment titrations, respectively. No significant correlation
between the endpoint and either the titration increment or
the binding enthalpy was found, but some correlation with
DNA concentration was noted. Two aspects of these exper-
iments are noteworthy: 1) the endpoint was shifted to higher
lipid:DNA charge ratios as the DNA concentration was
increased and 2) “small” increment titration endpoints cor-
related with DNA concentration, whereas those of the
“large” increment titrations were more or less independent
of it.
DNA injected into extruded lipid (EDOPC)
solution: the endpoint correlates with the size of
the titration increment
Titration in the opposite direction (DNA into lipid) showed
less complicated behavior. As can be seen in Fig. 3, the
slope, 694  6 cal/mol DNA (averaged over all three runs
made with the same lipid and DNA solutions), was inde-
pendent of titration increment. On the other hand, the end-
point was sensitive to the titration increment and shifted
toward higher charge ratios for the “larger increment” titra-
tions. In agreement with previous observations (Kennedy et
al., 2000) the endpoint was in the range of DNA/lipid
charge ratio 0.2 to 0.6 (lipid/DNA  1.5–5.0).
Formation of complex from vortexed
EDOPC vesicles
Titration of lipid into DNA solution
The dependence of the binding enthalpy upon the titration
increment is less obvious in the case of vortexed lipid. It can
be related to the vesicle morphology, as discussed below,
but it should also be emphasized that fewer experimental
runs were done in this case. The binding enthalpy, averaged
over six runs with different titration increments (from 1 to
15 steps to reach the neutrality), was 960  170 cal/mol
lipid, and the average endpoint was at a L:D charge ratio of
1.25  0.22 (D:L  0.82  0.15).
Titration of DNA into lipid
As in the case of extruded lipid, the binding enthalpy was
independent of titration increment and had the value of
680  150 cal/mol DNA. Also as in the case of extruded
lipid, the endpoint position was rate dependent, and had
similar values, which varied from D:L  0.26 to 0.69
(L:D  3.8 to 1.4). The same correlation was also found,
namely that the endpoint shifted to higher D:L charge ratios
for “larger increment” titrations; this behavior is depicted in
Fig. 4.
FIGURE 2 Extruded EDOPC vesicles were titrated into herring DNA at
30°C, 150 mM HE-S. The slope of the calorimetric profile is plotted versus
the number of steps to reach the neutralization point. Squares correspond
to the set of titrations specifically performed with the same sample at
different increments to clarify the effect of the titration increment. The size
of the symbols is proportional to the concentration of DNA. The boundary
between the two clusters is at approximately seven steps.
FIGURE 3 Titration of herring DNA into an extruded EDOPC vesicle
suspension. In all three runs 2.3 mM DNA was injected into 155 M lipid
(T  30°C, 150 mM HE-S). The same lipid and DNA solutions were used
for all runs.
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DOTAP: the calorimetric profile is nonlinear when
DNA is titrated into DOTAP
We used a DOTAP vesicle suspension that was sonicated.
The effective vesicle size, determined by dynamic light
scattering, was75 nm. Two runs were made with DOTAP
titrated into DNA solution, for which the average binding
enthalpy and endpoint were 446  18 cal/mol lipid and
L:D  1.31  0.14 (D:L  0.76  0.08), respectively.
Three runs were made with the same lipid and DNA solu-
tions for the opposite direction, and the average binding
enthalpy and endpoint were 691  69 cal/mol DNA and
D:L  0.43  0.10 (L:D  2.3  0.5), respectively.
Calorimetric curves for the case of DNA titration into lipid,
presented in Fig. 5, illustrate two characteristic features of
these experiments, 1) the endpoint strongly depends upon
titration increment and 2) the calorimetric profile is nonlin-
ear with the slope lower in the low charge ratio domain.
DOTAP:DOPC mixture: lower enthalpy of binding
to DNA
A sonicated (5 min, bath) equimolar mixture of DOTAP and
DOPC was used in these experiments. The average size of
vesicles was 78  2 nm, as determined by dynamic light
scattering. Two runs were made for each direction of titra-
tion. When lipid was injected into the DNA solution, the
slope was 165  28 cal/mol lipid, whereas for the opposite
direction it was 351  3 cal/mol DNA. The endpoints were
L:D  0.62  0.10 and D:L  0.36  0.09, respectively
(D:L  1.6  0.3 and L:D  2.8  0.7). The calorimetric
profiles were nonlinear with increasing slope for the case
when DNA was titrated into lipid solution, and the endpoint
was rate dependent.
DOTAP:DOPE mixtures: interaction with DNA
is exothermic
Low salt solution was used in this case to mimic as closely
as possible previously published experimental conditions
(Koltover et al., 1998). Two different mixtures of DOTAP
and DOPE (DOPE weight fraction of 0.41 and 0.75) were
prepared. All samples were sonicated 5 min. Results are
summarized in Table 1 together with those of the other
experiments described above.
Effect of ionic strength
The calorimetric profiles of complex formation between
EDOPC and DNA obtained in buffer with different NaCl
concentrations are presented in Fig. 6 (both lipid and DNA
solutions had the same ionic strength). Both “small incre-
ment” and “large increment” titrations were done at each
salt concentration. There was no qualitative difference be-
tween them, and only the “small increment” titrations are
presented in the figure. Most of the curves fit the “two
intersecting straight lines” model well with some minor
nonlinearity at higher salt concentrations. On the other
hand, there was a dramatic distortion of the shape of the
calorimetric profile in the case of low salt. When lipid was
titrated into DNA in low salt buffer, the integral enthalpy
change reached a maximum at the endpoint, but then there
was an exothermic step, and 25% of originally absorbed
heat were released. For the opposite direction of titration,
there was a significant increase of slope before the endpoint,
so that 60% of the total heat was absorbed as a result of
this late burst.
The average slope and the endpoint were calculated for
all curves with appropriate corrections having been made in
the case of nonlinearity. The results of fitting are presented
in Fig. 7.
FIGURE 4 The calorimetric endpoint plotted against number of injec-
tions made to reach the neutralization point. DNA was titrated into EDOPC
vesicle suspensions, either vortexed (F) or extruded (E). (T  30°C, 150
mM HE-S).
FIGURE 5 Titration of sonicated DOTAP vesicles with herring DNA.
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DISCUSSION
We have studied the enthalpy of cationic lipid-DNA
complex formation by isothermal titration calorimetry.
The principle findings discussed below are: 1) mutual
repulsion of DNA double strands within multilamellar
lipoplex determines the energetics of complex formation;
2) in the presence of DOPE, complex formation was
exothermic due to protonation of the PE amine group (the
same idea was recently proposed by Lobo et al. (2001); 3)
measurement of lipid-DNA affinities (high ionic
strength); and 4) titration increment size and direction
have important effects relative to DNA-coated vesicle
morphology.
Preliminary remarks: cationic lipid-DNA binding
affinity and timescale
Cationic lipids exhibit strong binding to DNA even at
moderate ionic strength, in contrast to DNA condensation
by polyvalent cations (Matulis et al., 2000) and cationic
surfactants (Spink and Chaires, 1997). The difference is due
to the lamellar organization of the lipid with binding sites
for an entire DNA double strand as a single unit. Macro-
molecular binding exhibits extremely high apparent affinity
unless binding energy binding per monomeric unit is ex-
ceedingly small. Indeed, the apparent binding constant,
Kapp, is given by Kapp  Nexp(NG0/kbT), in which N is
the number of phosphate charges per DNA molecule (2 
number of base pairs), G0 is free energy change upon
binding of individual charge. With N  2000, the apparent
binding affinity would be in the micromolar range only if
 G0 were as small as 0.003 kbT. Hence, all accessible
DNA-lipid binding sites are saturated and any changes in
binding enthalpy are directly attributable to changes of the
complex energetics.
The timescale of ITC is a few minutes; significantly
slower heat absorption/release is indistinguishable from in-
strumental drift. Therefore, absence of heat effects means
FIGURE 6 Calorimetric titrations made in 20 mM HEPES buffer with
different NaCl content. (Upper panel) Titration of EDOPC into DNA
solution; (lower panel) opposite direction.
TABLE 1 Summary of calorimetry profiles obtained with different lipids
Lipid









EDOPC, (extruded)* 720  110 694  6 1.33  0.34 0.39  0.19
EDOPC, (extruded)† 420  90 1.22  0.19
EDOPC (vortexed) 960  170 680  150 1.25  0.22 0.42  0.12
DOTAP 446  18 691  69‡ 1.31  0.14 0.43  0.10
DOTAP:DOPC, DOPC  0.5 165  28 351  3
§ 0.62  0.10 0.36  0.09
DOTAP:DOPE, DOPE  0.41 1630  80
¶ 1530  130** 1.10  0.11 0.62  0.14
DOTAP:DOPE, DOPE  0.75 1790  50 1800  110
## 1.23  0.09 0.42  0.14
All runs were in 150 mM HE-S except DOTAP:DOPE mixtures, which were in HE. T  30	C.
*“Large increment” titration.
†“Small increment” titration.
‡Nonlinear profile, binding enthalpy changed from 0.1 to 0.8 kcal/mol DNA.
§Nonlinear profile, binding enthalpy changed from 0.2 to 0.5 kcal/mol DNA.
¶Some heat was absorbed just prior to the endpoint.
Some extra heat is released after the endpoint, so that the calorimetric profile was completely flat only around the neutralization point.
**There was an increase of the absolute value of the slope prior to the endpoint.
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either there is no binding or that incorporation of added
DNA/lipid requires a slow rearrangement of the complex.
Accordingly, only relatively fast components of cationic
lipid-DNA complex formation are visible by ITC.
Complex formation pathways as revealed by ITC
After initial contact (Barreleiro et al., 2000), cationic lipid-
DNA complex formation can include a slow rearrangement,
which affects transfection efficiency (Yang and Huang,
1998) and eventually leads to final multilamellar complex,
well characterized both theoretically (Bruinsma, 1998; Dan,
1997; Harries et al., 1998; May et al., 2000) and structurally
(Boukhnikachvilli et al., 1997; Gustafsson et al., 1995;
Huebner et al., 1999; Koltover et al., 1999; Lasic et al.,
1997; MacDonald et al., 1999a; Ra¨dler et al., 1997; Temple-
ton et al., 1997). Both physical (Kennedy et al., 2000; Xu et
al., 1999) and biological properties (Zuidam et al., 1999;
Rakhmanova, Pozharski, and MacDonald, in preparation) of
lipoplexes are strongly influenced by the mode of prepara-
tion. Because kinetically trapped assemblies rather than
equilibrium structures may determine biological efficiency,
it is important to understand possible pathways of complex
formation.
When DNA is titrated into lipid (0.7 kcal/mol DNA (for
both EDOPC and DOTAP; it is 0.35 kcal/mol for the
DOTAP:DOPC mixture)) the enthalpy change is that due to
1 mol of DNA charges entering the complex, inducing
vesicle rupture, membrane mixing, and formation of a mul-
tilamellar complex (Huebner et al., 1999; Kennedy et al.,
2000). For the opposite direction of titration, the binding
enthalpy (per mole of added lipid) is 1.6 times smaller
(1.65  0.35 with EDOPC and 1.55  0.17 with DOTAP,
however, it is 2.13  0.36 with the DOTAP:DOPC mix-
ture), as is expected from intermediate DNA-coated vesi-
cles, in which one-half of the lipid is inaccessible to DNA.
The lower binding enthalpy is also partly attributable to a
decrease in DNA-DNA repulsion because DNA bound to
monolayers has a larger spacing than in the lamellar com-
plex, as shown by AFM (Fang and Yang, 1997; Clausen-
Schaumann and Gaub, 1999).
The difference in binding enthalpies for opposite direc-
tions of titration vanishes when DNA is titrated with “large
increments” of lipid that neutralize 20% of the DNA
charges upon the first injection (for “large/small increment”
titrations, see Fig. 2). When lipid is injected in large por-
tions, a local excess of lipid may exist long enough to
induce vesicle rupture, leading to the formation of the
equilibrium multilamellar complex.
Complex aggregation, not the true binding
stoichiometry sets the calorimetric endpoint
Multilamellar lipoplexes always contain excess cationic
charge unless a neutral helper lipid is included. Indeed, the
projected area per base pair in the hydrated DNA double
helix is 85 Å2 (3.5 Å (DNA length/base pair)  24 Å
(DNA diameter)), which is larger than area per lipid mole-
cule for most of lipids (Marsh, 1990). It is not surprising
therefore that, for both EDOPC and DOTAP, an excess of
lipid was always observed at the calorimetric endpoint.
When DNA was titrated into lipid, the calorimetric end-
point (typically0.4, DNA:lipid charge (L:D 2.5)) for all
lipids under physiological salt conditions was significantly
lower than that predicted from structural data (see Note 1)
(Koltover et al., 1999). Moreover, the titration increment
and calorimetric endpoint positions were strongly correlated
(Fig. 4); “large increment” titrations gave higher endpoint
D:L ratios than did “small increment” titrations. This indi-
cates that the endpoint depends upon aggregation and is
actually determined by the point where complex particles
cannot readily accommodate additional material.
For lipid titrated into DNA, the calorimetric endpoint L:D
charge ratio is 1.3 (D:L  0.8) and increases slightly with
FIGURE 7 The binding enthalpy (upper panel) and the endpoint (lower
panel) of the calorimetric profiles, obtained in buffers with different NaCl
content. Designations: f, lipid titrated into DNA solution, “large incre-
ment” titration; , lipid titrated into DNA solution, “small increment”
titration; F, DNA titrated into lipid solution, “large increment” titration; E,
DNA titrated into lipid solution, “small increment” titration.
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increasing DNA concentration, which presumably means
that coated vesicles are stabilized by higher DNA concen-
trations. The resulting delayed formation and aggregation of
multilamellar lipoplexes is expected, because the probabil-
ity of multilamellar complex formation is dictated by the
rate of vesicle rupture (MacDonald et al., 1999b) relative to
the rate of vesicle coating (Huebner et al., 1999; Kennedy et
al., 2000). Because the rate of coating must depend largely
upon diffusion, it increases with increased DNA concentra-
tion.
Nonlinear calorimetric profile of DNA titration into
DOTAP: the possible measure of DNA-DNA
mutual repulsion
EDOPC and DOTAP have similar enthalpies of binding to
DNA (Table 1). However, when DNA was titrated into
DOTAP suspensions, the calorimetric profile was nonlinear
at low D:L values (Fig. 5) with the binding enthalpy in-
creasing from 0.1 to 0.8 kcal/mol DNA, indicating that
enthalpy depends upon charge ratio. We attribute the in-
crease in enthalpy to the decrease in DNA spacing (Kol-
tover et al., 1999) and corresponding increase in DNA-DNA
mutual repulsion. The amplitude of the effect is close to the
directly measured repulsive forces between parallel DNA
double helices (Rau et al., 1984). DNA-DNA repulsion may
thus dominate the binding enthalpy.
When DOTAP was titrated into DNA solution, the bind-
ing enthalpy did not depend upon charge ratio, an expected
finding because DNA spacing does not increase signifi-
cantly until the D:L charge ratio reaches 1.5 (L:D  0.7)
(Koltover et al., 1999), which is above the calorimetric
endpoint. Nonlinearity in calorimetric profiles was not ob-
served for DNA titrations into EDOPC, so DOTAP and
EDOPC differ significantly in their stoichiometry-structure
relationships.
Helper lipid effect
A DOTAP:DOPC equimolar mixture exhibits qualitatively
the same titration calorimetry profile as does pure DOTAP
except that the enthalpy is lower. Because the DNA spacing
(Koltover et al., 1999) is larger for the mixture, this again
implicates DNA-DNA mutual repulsion as a major contri-
bution to the enthalpy. In addition, when lipid is titrated into
DNA, the calorimetric endpoint corresponds to an excess of
DNA. The area of lipid membrane per cationic charge for
this mixture is approximately twice that of pure DOTAP, so
the complex can form with an excess of DNA. Accordingly,
the endpoint corresponds to approximately one-half as
much cationic lipid.
DOTAP:DOPE mixtures were examined to compare
the thermodynamics of self-assembly of multilamellar
and hexagonal complexes (Dan, 1998; Koltover et al.,
1998; May and Ben-Shaul, 1997; May et al., 2000). We
detected no calorimetric difference between lamellar
phase lipid (DOPE  0.41) and hexagonal phase lipid
(DOPE  0.75) (Koltover et al., 1998). In contrast to all
other lipids we examined, complex formation with these
lipids was exothermic.
Due to the positive surface charge, the effective pH on
the surface of cationic liposomes is 11 at neutral bulk
pH and low ionic strength (Banerjee et al., 1998; Zuidam
and Barenholz, 1997). (The authors of the cited paper
(Zuidam and Barenholz, 1997) used the same buffer
system that we did: 20 mM HEPES at pH 7.5.) The pKa
 9.5 of ethanolamine is well below 11, so DOPE in such
bilayers is largely deprotonated. Because complex for-
mation leads to a lower surface pH (Meidan et al., 2000;
Zuidam et al., 1999; Zuidam and Barenholz, 1998), it
must also lead to DOPE protonation. The latter is an
exothermic process of 12 kcal/mol protons (Fasman,
1975), however some of that heat would be compensated
by buffer ionization. (Recently, Middaugh and co-work-
ers (Lobo et al., 2001) estimated the intrinsic, buffer-
independent binding enthalpy for the DOTAP:DOPE mix-
ture as 5 kcal/mol with 0.5 proton exchanged with
buffer. This gives 10 kcal/mol exothermic heat of DOPE
protonation.) Hence, we suggest that changes in the pro-
tonation state of DOPE account for the exothermic nature
of complex formation with these lipids. The important
consequence of such DOPE protonation is that the en-
tropic gain upon counterion release (Wagner et al., 2000)
postulated to be the driving force of lipoplex formation
(Bruinsma, 1998; Harries et al., 1998) is not necessary
for DOTAP:DOPE mixtures. In other words, DOPE
amine group protonation could be sole driving force of
complex formation.
Complex formation at different ionic strengths
The calorimetric profile contains unusual features under
low salt conditions (Fig. 6). When EDOPC was titrated
into DNA, an exothermic process appeared just above the
neutralization point. This probably reflects an increase of
DNA spacing upon incorporation of extra lipid into an
already-neutral complex. For the opposite direction of
titration, the binding enthalpy was 0.2 cal/mol DNA for
low D:L charge ratios and underwent an approximate
fivefold, step-like increase at around D:L  0.45 (L:D 
2.2). Significantly, this charge ratio corresponds to DNA
spacing equal to twice the double strand diameter, so that
the DNA subsequently added can insert between double
strands in the preexisting grid, giving a much closer
spacing and, therefore, a much larger binding enthalpy
(see Note 2).
In 0.1 to 0.5 M NaCl, calorimetric profiles took the shape
of two intersecting straight lines. The calorimetric endpoint
for the titrations of DNA into EDOPC shifted toward lower
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D:L charge ratios with increasing salt concentration. This is
expected because charge screening promotes aggregation,
which, in turn, dictates that the endpoint depends on the
titration increment (Fig. 7). The binding enthalpy decreases
to 0.5 kcal/mol DNA at the maximal ionic strength we
explored, which is only 30% lower than the binding en-
thalpy at physiological salt conditions. Such a relatively
small decrease is not surprising because in high ionic
strength conditions, DNA-DNA repulsion is dominated by
hydration forces, independent of salt concentration (Strey et
al., 1998).
When EDOPC was titrated into DNA, the calorimetric
endpoint shifted from D:L  1.0 to 0.5 (L:D  1.0 to 2.0)
with increasing salt concentration, i.e., toward higher D:L
charge ratios. Together with the divergence of binding en-
thalpies obtained for different directions of titration upon
salt addition (Fig. 7), this indicates that increased salt con-
centration favors coated vesicle formation. This could result
from a weakening of cationic lipid-DNA electrostatic inter-
action, which, in turn, would generate a weaker and less
concentrated stress on the bilayer.
Cationic lipid-DNA complexes dissociate at high ionic
strength (Kennedy et al., 2000; Mitrakos and Macdonald,
2000). The curvature of Fig. 6 similarly reveals dissociation
at lower concentrations of vesicles. Fig. 8 shows the fit to a
single site model, assuming that individual 1-kb-long
DNA molecules bind as a unit to the vesicle surface. The
stoichiometry is D:L  2.08  0.05 (L:D  0.48  0.01),
indicating that only one-half of the lipid binds DNA, pre-
sumably because of the inaccessibility of the inner mono-
layer of intact vesicles. Although the binding of an individ-
ual DNA charge is rather weak, with K  1.02  0.01 M1
(H  140  5 cal/mol, S  0.50  0.02 cal/mol K, per
DNA charge), the apparent binding constant is in the mi-
cromolar range with whole DNA molecules binding fairly
tightly (15 kT per 1 kb).
DNA-DNA mutual repulsion: the major contributor
to the cationic lipid-DNA binding enthalpy?
Arguments for dominance of DNA-DNA mutual repulsion
in cationic lipid-DNA binding enthalpy are three: theoreti-
cal, based on ITC data, and comparison of ITC data to
literature data on DNA double strand repulsion.
Assuming no structural changes of either lipid or DNA
upon lipoplex formation, the enthalpy of the process (dia-
grammed in Fig. 9) reflects changes in the energy of the
interactions among the three components, lipid, DNA, and








in which subscripts denote pairwise interactions (L for lipid,
D for DNA, and C() and C() for counterions). HLD,
HC()C(), HLC(), and HDC() correspond to attractive
forces and their combination, Ha, reflects the change of the
contribution of these forces to the overall enthalpy. If DNA-
counterion and lipid-counterion attraction is effectively (in
terms of enthalpy) replaced by DNA-lipid and counterion-
counterion attraction, then Ha may be close to zero. Hr,
in contrast, is purely repulsive and results from new inter-
actions, namely, DNA-DNA (adjacent double strands) and
lipid-lipid (adjacent bilayers) repulsion. An overall endo-
thermic heat effect implies an increase in potential energy,
such as from increased repulsion.
Several experimental observations can be rationalized in
terms of DNA-DNA repulsion (based on the idea that any
increase/decrease in binding enthalpy simply reflects decrease/
increase of DNA spacing). These observations are: 1) differ-
FIGURE 8 Extruded EDOPC vesicles titrated into herring DNA in 400
mM HE-S. Fitting is made by MicroCal Origin software, v.5.0., one
binding site model.
FIGURE 9 Diagram of cationic lipid-DNA complex formation. Circled
pluses and minuses represent the counterions. (A) Unilamellar cationic
lipid vesicle. (B) Naked DNA. (C) Multilamellar complex. (D) DNA-
coated cationic lipid vesicle. (E) Released counterions.
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ence in binding enthalpy for opposite directions of titration
(attributed to different spacing of DNA inside lamellar com-
plex versus on the vesicle surface); 2) similar values of binding
enthalpy for DOTAP and EDOPC (these lipids have similar
charge densities, so binding enthalpies should be similar, as-
suming DNA-DNA repulsion dominates); 3) nonlinearity of
the calorimetric profile for DNA titration into DOTAP (en-
thalpy increases because progressive incorporation of DNA
decreases strand separation); 4) decrease of binding enthalpy
upon dilution of DOTAP by DOPC (DNA-DNA spacing in-
creases with decreased bilayer charge density); 5) peculiarities
of low ionic strength calorimetric profiles (titration of lipid into
DNA gave an exothermal event beyond the neutralization
point where DNA spacing should increase; titration of DNA
into lipid gave a step-like increase of binding enthalpy at a
stoichiometry where DNA double strands cannot be far apart);
and 6) the ionic strength dependence of binding enthalpy (a
relatively weak dependence is expected for DNA-DNA repul-
sion, which is governed by hydration forces, not electrostatics).
Alternative explanations could be found for each of these
effects, however, the proposed model provides a single expla-
nation for all of them.
The contribution of DNA-DNA repulsion to the overall
enthalpy of lipoplex formation, using the equation of state
for DNA liquid crystals (Strey et al., 1997), is 0.6 kcal/
mol DNA (0.1 M NaCl, 25 Å; we did not take into account
“fluctuation enhanced repulsion” because of its entropic
nature). DNA-DNA repulsion can be somewhat different for
the grid formed between two positively charged bilayers but
not greatly, because the source of repulsion is water order-
ing within narrow area of close contact of double strands.
Because the enthalpy of cationic lipid-DNA complex for-
mation (0.7 kcal/mol DNA), a process that brings DNA
strands together, is similar to that of DNA-DNA repulsion,
it appears likely that the latter dominates the overall binding
enthalpy, whereas other contributions (involving substitu-
tion of like-sized interactions) compensate each other.
Bilayer-bilayer repulsion is negligible under our experi-
mental conditions. Interbilayer separation in cationic lipid-
DNA complexes is 20 Å (Ra¨dler et al., 1997; Koltover et
al., 1999; MacDonald et al., 1999a; Lin et al., 2000) and the
interaction between two charged bilayers is repulsive and
dominated by electrostatics at 10 to 20 Å (Marra, 1986;
McDaniel and McIntosh, 1989; Loosley-Millman et al.,
1982; Cowley et al., 1978; McIntosh et al., 1990). The
electrostatic repulsion is much weaker than hydration forces
that govern DNA-DNA interaction.
In summary, the hypothesis of the dominance of DNA-
DNA repulsion in cationic lipid-DNA complex formation
enthalpy is both useful in rationalizing experimental obser-
vations and consistent with theoretical expectations. This
model may be attractive in theoretical studies of cationic
lipid-DNA self-assembly because it allows approximating
thermodynamic functions on the basis of well-studied
DNA-DNA interactions.
NOTES
1. It is known from structural studies that DNA spacing is constant after
some excess of DNA is reached (the same applies to the excess of lipid),
which is attributed to the tightest possible packing of DNA strands in the
lamellar complex. Accordingly, no more DNA could subsequently bind to
the complex, which sets the upper limit for the calorimetric endpoint as
well. However, this limit is at least the neutralization point, i.e., D:L  1.
2. Projected area per pair of DNA charges (Å2) in lamellar complex is
3.5d, in which d is DNA spacing (Å). The corresponding area per pair of
lipid charges (DNA strand is opposed by two monolayers within lamellar
complex) is 77 Å2. Hence, the relationship between DNA spacing and D:L
charge ratio in the complex is given by d  77 Å2/(3.5 Å (D:L))  22
Å/(D:L). For (D:L)0.45, we obtain d  49 Å, which is 2 hydrated
DNA strand diameter (24 Å).
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